Data protection laws and regulations can contain restrictive provisions, which limit data sharing and use, as well as permissive provisions, which increase it. Data portability is an example of a permissive provision that allows consumers to obtain a digital copy of their personal information from an online service and provide this information to other services. By carefully crafting data portability provisions, policymakers can enable consumers to obtain more value from their data, create new opportunities for businesses to innovate with data, and foster competition.

INTRODUCTION

There are many proposals under consideration for how to craft data protection laws and regulations that can protect consumer privacy while giving consumers more control over their personal information. One important provision that can be considered in data protection laws and regulations to improve consumer welfare is data portability. Unlike many restrictive provisions in data protection laws designed to limit how data is used and shared, data portability is a permissive provision intended to increase data use and sharing. As such, data portability is an important provision for policymakers interested in promoting data-driven innovation.

Data portability allows consumers to obtain a digital copy of their personal information from online services and provide this information to other services, allowing consumers to obtain more value from their data, creating new opportunities for businesses to innovate with data, and fostering competition. However, data portability requirements should be carefully designed to avoid imposing unnecessary costs on organizations, exposing proprietary information, or undermining consumer privacy.
This report offers several recommendations for how policymakers can support data portability. These are:

- Create data portability policies at the national level
- Prioritize high-impact opportunities for data portability
- Limit the scope of non-sector-specific data portability requirements
- Support industry-led data portability standards
- Encourage data portability APIs but allow data scraping
- Use data portability as a pathway to allow consumers to donate their data

**WHAT IS DATA PORTABILITY?**

Data portability refers to the ability of users to obtain and transfer a copy of their data from one data controller (e.g., an app or online service) to another. To enable data portability, data controllers must make user data available in a standardized, machine-readable format through either a direct download or an open application programming interface (API)—a set of functions a third party can use to access data directly from a service when users request their data be ported to that third party. Data portability also requires that data controllers make data available to consumers without any technical or legal restrictions on how it may be used.

Data portability laws and regulations may specify additional requirements, such as whether data controllers can charge for access to data, how often users may request and receive a copy of their data, or what type of structured format data controllers must use for the data they provide. They may also require data controllers to send data directly to third parties or establish specific technical provisions on how to authenticate users or securely transmit information. Data portability policies may also establish certain terms for third parties that receive user data, such as security standards or restrictions on how they use data they receive. They may also clarify liability for data breaches or data misuse. Finally, data portability policies often specify which data are subject to this requirement and which data, such as proprietary data, are exempt.

Data portability is similar to, but distinct from, data access provisions. Data access may also require data controllers to allow users to request a copy of their information. However, data access requirements may not specify that the data be provided in a machine-readable format and without hindrance to further reuse.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS DATA PORTABILITY?

There are three main benefits of data portability: increasing consumer control, unlocking more value from data, and fostering competition. Naturally, the potential value of data portability varies depending on the sector and data involved.

First, data portability can give users more control over their information. At a basic level, data portability ensures that consumers always have the option to gain full control over their data by obtaining a complete copy of their information. Data portability ensures that consumers can independently backup their data, without relying on a third party. For example, data portability allows consumers to archive a copy of personal photos that they may have created and shared using a mobile app, ensuring that even if they stop using the app, they still have a copy of their data. Data portability is especially useful in this context when a company ends a service, changes a free service to a paid one, modifies its terms of service, or goes out of business, as it ensures users do not lose their data.1

Second, data portability can allow users to unlock more value from their data. A prerequisite for data-driven innovation is the ability of organizations to access data. When data is tied to a single service, its value is limited to how that service can use the information. Data portability allows users to share their data with additional services, creating more opportunities for data-driven innovation because of greater efficiency, more data availability, and the ability to reuse data for secondary purposes. For example, consumers might use data portability to quickly transfer a digital copy of their credit card spending to an online budgeting app. Not only does this ability to transfer data create greater value for consumers, by giving them greater insights on their personal finances, but it also enables a whole new class of financial planning apps that would not otherwise exist without access to this data. Similarly, consumers without much of a credit history may struggle to get access to credit; data portability allows them to show their cash flow on prepaid card accounts, opening up new possibilities for underwriting.2

Finally, data portability can enhance competition in four important ways. First, data portability fosters competition by reducing switching costs and avoiding vendor lock-in by making it possible for users to move their data from one service provider to another. Data portability reduces the opportunity for companies to artificially lock in customers by making it prohibitively expensive or cumbersome to move to another provider. Second, data portability can promote competition by creating more transparency about fees and alternatives. For example, consumers might use an app to analyze their home energy usage data to discover if they would pay less with an alternative energy provider, or review their bank fees to see if they would save money by switching to a different financial
institution. Third, data portability has pro-competitive effects by encouraging businesses to retain customers by offering better services. For example, when consumers can easily switch music streaming services, these services may invest in new ways to keep their users engaged on their platform, such as developing better recommendation algorithms. Fourth, data portability allows new entrants to better compete with incumbents who may have collected data under less restrictive data protection laws and regulations. Without data portability and allowances for secondary uses of data, data protection rules can have anti-competitive effects, thus hurting consumer welfare and limiting innovation.

WHICH POLICIES ENABLE DATA PORTABILITY IN THE UNITED STATES?

A number of federal and state laws and regulations require data portability in the United States. This section provides an overview of some of the most prominent ones.

FEDERAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS

While the United States does not have a comprehensive federal data protection law, as shown in Table 1, it does have a number of sectoral data protection laws and some of these contain data portability requirements. In particular, federal privacy laws on health and financial data have created data portability rights for consumers.

Table 1: Federal laws requiring data portability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HITECH Act</td>
<td>“The individual shall have a right to obtain from such covered entity a copy of such information in an electronic format and, if the individual chooses, to direct the covered entity to transmit such copy directly to an entity or person designated by the individual, provided that any such choice is clear, conspicuous, and specific.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodd-Frank Act</td>
<td>“Subject to rules prescribed by the Bureau, a covered person shall make available to a consumer, upon request, information in the control or possession of the covered person concerning the consumer financial product or service that the consumer obtained from such covered person, including information relating to any transaction, series of transactions, or to the account including costs, charges and usage data. The information shall be made available in an electronic form usable by consumers.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Health Data
The Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, updated the information disclosure requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996. HIPAA led to the creation of the HIPAA Privacy Rule in 2003, which established national standards for the protection of individuals’ medical records and other personal health information. The HIPAA Privacy Rule specified that patients have a right to obtain a copy of their personal health information, and the HITECH expanded this requirement to specify that they had the right to obtain this information in an electronic format and that the data be sent to a designated third-party.

Congress also passed the 21st Century Cures Act in 2016, which established additional requirements for data portability, including data exchange standards, secure application programming interfaces (APIs) for health information exchange, and stronger rules to prevent information blocking. The legislation directed the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology to establish new rules for certified electronic health records systems. Under the new rules, certified EHR systems must have APIs that allow patients to easily access clinical and payment information through any third-party application they choose, including smartphone apps. Further, certified systems must be capable not only of exporting data for a single patient but also of exporting data for multiple patients for health care providers who want to change EHR systems.

Parallel to these legislative and regulatory initiatives, there were a number of efforts beginning in 2010 to provide individuals access to an electronic copy of their personal health data through a voluntary “Blue Button” initiative. The Blue Button initiative initially reflected an effort to expedite patient access to their personal health data, even when industry data standards had not yet been fully developed. Prominent participants in the Blue Button initiative included the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, U.S. Department of Defense, and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.

Financial Data
Section 1033 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010, gives consumers the right to access their financial information in an electronic format. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), responsible for implementing this law, has spent a number of years seeking feedback on how best to implement Section 1033, including by issuing a public request for information in 2016, releasing principles for financial data sharing and aggregation in 2017, and hosting a symposium on the topic in 2020. More recently, in November 2020,
CFPB initiated a rulemaking process on Section 1033, and in July 2021, President Biden issued an executive order calling on the director of the CFPB to continue this process “to facilitate the portability of consumer financial transaction data so consumers can more easily switch financial institutions and use new, innovative financial products.”

STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS
As of mid-2021, three states had passed comprehensive data protection laws: California, Colorado, and Virginia. As shown in Table 2, each of these states includes a data portability provision in the law. In general, each of these laws requires data controllers in the state to provide consumers an electronic copy of their data in a standardized format at no cost up to twice per year. They also all specify that consumers be allowed to transmit this data to a third party “without hindrance.”

Table 2: Data portability provisions in state privacy laws

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California (“California Consumer Privacy Act”)*</td>
<td>“A business that receives a verifiable consumer request from a consumer to access personal information shall promptly take steps to disclose and deliver, free of charge to the consumer, the personal information required by this section. The information may be delivered by mail or electronically, and if provided electronically, the information shall be in a portable and, to the extent technically feasible, readily useable format that allows the consumer to transmit this information to another entity without hindrance. A business may provide personal information to a consumer at any time, but shall not be required to provide personal information to a consumer more than twice in a 12-month period.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado (“Colorado Privacy Act”)</td>
<td>“A consumer has the right to obtain the personal data in a portable and, to the extent technically feasible, readily useable format that allows the consumer to transmit the data to another entity without hindrance. A consumer may exercise this right no more than two times per calendar year. Nothing in this subsection...requires a controller to provide the data to the consumer in a manner that would disclose the controller's trade secrets.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia (“Virginia Consumer Data Protection Act”)</td>
<td>“A controller shall comply with an authenticated consumer request to exercise the right...to obtain a copy of his personal data that he previously provided to the controller in a portable and, to the extent technically feasible, readily useable format that allows the consumer to transmit the data to another controller without hindrance, where the processing is carried out by automated...”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
means... Information provided in response to a consumer request shall be provided by a controller free of charge, up to twice annually per consumer. If requests from a consumer are manifestly unfounded, excessive, or repetitive, the controller may charge the consumer a reasonable fee to cover the administrative costs of complying with the request or decline to act on the request. The controller bears the burden of demonstrating the manifestly unfounded, excessive, or repetitive nature of the request."

* The California Privacy Rights Act of 2020 modifies the CCPA, but will not go into effect until 2023.

Some states have also implemented sectoral-based data portability requirements, most notably in utilities. The Obama administration launched the “Green Button” initiative in January 2012. The goal was to create an industry-led effort to make energy usage information available to consumers in a digital format to help them better manage their energy use. Utilities had begun to collect significantly more energy information as they adopted advanced smart meters, and this information could potentially be used to build new smart home applications, optimize and compare building energy use, and investigate options such as rooftop solar panels. Over 50 utilities have signed on to the initiative, representing over 60 million potential homes and businesses that could eventually have access to their data. The Green Button Alliance, a non-profit organization, now manages the development of the technical standard for electricity, natural gas, and water usage data.

In addition to these voluntary efforts, a handful of states have created regulations to require data portability for energy data. For example, the California Public Utilities Commission established rules in 2013 requiring utilities to provide customer energy data to third parties upon request using the Green Button standard. Similarly, the Colorado Public Utilities Commission requires utilities to provide data to the customer or a designated third party, without charge and in a machine-readable format using “nationally recognized open standards and best practices.” Other states with data portability requirements include Illinois, Maine, Oregon, and Texas, as well as the District of Columbia, but the specific requirements vary by location.

WHICH POLICIES ENABLE DATA PORTABILITY OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES?
A number of countries outside the United States have passed data protection laws with data portability requirements. Key examples are discussed below.
GDPR
The most prominent example outside the United States is the data portability provision in the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which went into effect in EU member states on May 25, 2018. The GDPR enumerates a number of consumer data rights with Article 20, shown below in Table 3, establishing the right to data portability. Specifically, the GDPR requires data controllers to make data available to individuals in a “structured, commonly used and machine-readable format” and specifies that individuals have “the right to transmit those data to another controller without hindrance.” Notably, the GDPR only requires data transfers when “technically feasible,” which leaves significant ambiguity for when a data controller would have to allow a consumer to share their data with a competing service.

In addition to initiatives by individual organizations to comply with the GDPR’s data portability requirements, some industries have gone further to coordinate their data portability efforts. For example, Google has long embraced the concept of data portability. In 2007, it formed an internal team named the “Data Liberation Front,” which was tasked with making it easier for users to take their data, such as contacts, social media, and photos, out of Google products. Similarly, Facebook has offered a “Download Your Information” option since 2010. After the GDPR, Google worked with Apple, Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter, and SmugMug to form the Data Transfer Project, an open-source platform to help users move data seamlessly between different online services. The project has produced data models to facilitate importing and exporting data between different systems, as well as company-specific adapters that translate data from one company’s APIs into the common data models. The Data Transfer Project also specifies technical details such as how to handle error and rate limits so as not to overload these systems.

Similarly, three European telecom operators, Deutsche Telekom, Orange, and Telefónica, created the Data Portability Cooperation initiative, facilitated by the GSMA, an industry association of mobile operators, to develop a set of specifications for secure data portability within the telecom sector.

PSD2
The revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) is an EU Directive, approved in 2015, to establish a more integrated market for payment services throughout the European Union. In addition to establishing rules allowing online payment services to access a user’s bank account (e.g., to initiate a payment from the bank), PSD2 established rules for allowing online services to access a user’s bank information (e.g., to provide a
consolidated view of multiple bank accounts). Given the sensitivity of this information, PSD2 established a detailed set of criteria for how account information service providers could gain access this information, what security measures they must follow, and who bears liability for any data breaches.

**Table 3: Data portability provision in the GDPR and PSD2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDPR</td>
<td>“The data subject shall have the right to receive the personal data concerning him or her, which he or she has provided to a controller, in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format and have the right to transmit those data to another controller without hindrance from the controller to which the personal data have been provided... In exercising his or her right to data portability pursuant to paragraph 1, the data subject shall have the right to have the personal data transmitted directly from one controller to another, where technically feasible.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD2</td>
<td>“In relation to payment accounts, the account servicing payment service provider shall: (a) communicate securely with the account information service providers in accordance with point (d) of Article 98(1); and (b) treat data requests transmitted through the services of an account information service provider without any discrimination for other than objective reasons.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UK**

In 2017, the UK’s Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) ordered the nine largest banks in Great Britain and Northern Ireland to adopt data portability provisions to address a lack of competition in retail banking. The order called for the creation of an independent organization to establish and maintain at no charge an open API standard and data format standards for accessing financial data.²⁵ This organization, the Open Banking Implementation Entity (OBIE), has since developed not only robust technical standards for secure data exchange and customer authentication in line with the CMA’s order and PSD2’s technical requirements, but it has also nurtured a growing ecosystem of hundreds of participants from financial institutions to fintech services.²⁶
AUSTRALIA
The Australian government introduced the Consumer Data Right (CDR) in 2017. The law establishes a right to data portability for consumers in designated sectors of the Australian economy, requiring businesses to disclose information on consumers to themselves or to accredited third parties in accordance with data standards. The first designated sector for the CDR was banking, and Australian government has begun drafting rules for the energy and telecommunications sectors.

CHINA
Article 45 of the Personal Information Protection Law gives individuals the right to request a copy of their personal data and transfer their personal data to a third party, so long as the parties meet the government’s cybersecurity requirements. The law came into force on November 1, 2021.

THE PHILIPPINES
The Data Privacy Act of 2012 established a right to data portability. Individuals in the Philippines may request a copy of their personal data for further use by a data controller if the data is held in an electronic and commonly used format. The National Privacy Commission is authorized to set technical standards and procedures for data transfers.

SINGAPORE
In November 2020, Singapore passed an amendment to the Personal Data Protection Act 2012 that included new regulations for data portability. The law directs data controllers to directly transmit data to third parties with a presence in Singapore upon request from users. Data controllers must deny requests if the data transfer would threaten the safety or physical or mental health of the user or a third party, or if the transfer would be contrary to the national interest. Unlike under other data portability laws, users do not directly receive a copy of their personal data.

THAILAND
Thailand’s Personal Data Protection Law gives data subjects the right to request that data controllers send their data to other data controllers if the data can be read by automated tools and the transfer can be done by automatic means. Data controllers are exempt from data portability requests in certain cases, such as when the transfer is against the public interest or will violate the rights and freedoms of others.

The Cabinet of Parliament of the Kingdom of Thailand has twice approved a Royal Decree postponing enforcement of several provisions of the Personal Data Protection Law, including those dealing with data portability, for certain organizations, such as those in the financial, transportation, and
telecommunications sectors. The law is currently set to take effect for exempt entities on May 31, 2022.33

HOW DOES DATA PORTABILITY DIFFER FROM INTEROPERABILITY?

Data portability is different from interoperability, although the concepts are sometimes conflated. As shown in Figure 1, the purpose of data portability is to ensure users can transfer their data from one service to another, whereas the purpose of interoperability is to ensure that different services can exchange and use information together. In some cases, data portability may enable a degree of interoperability, such as if two services allow users to share their data back and forth so that user data is fully synced in both services. But interoperability requires different services not only to share data, but also to understand and cooperate with one another. For example, data portability allows users to switch from one email service provider to another—such as from Gmail to Outlook.com—and move all their messages with them, but interoperability is what allows users with one email service provider to send messages to users of different email service providers.

Figure 1: Data portability versus interoperability

The distinction can be seen in policies such as PSD2, which contains both data portability and interoperability requirements. The data portability requirements allow users to authorize third-party services, such as mobile apps, to access their data from their bank accounts, whereas the interoperability requirements allow users to authorize these third-party services to make payments directly from their bank accounts. In some cases, the difference between data portability and interoperability can be thought of as analogous to the difference between “read” access to a system’s data versus “read and write” access.
HOW DO REGULATORS ENFORCE DATA PORTABILITY?

Many provisions in data protection laws and regulations are created as legal rights or obligations: Positive rights (entitlements) require others to act a certain way whereas negative rights (liberties) limit others from interfering with an individual’s ability to do something. Examples of positive data rights include an obligation for data controllers to obtain user consent before collecting personal data; an obligation for data controllers to notify consumers in the event of a data breach; or an obligation for data controllers to provide consumers notice about their data collection policies. Examples of negative data rights include the freedom for employees not to disclose health conditions to their employer, or the freedom of individuals to refuse to share their data with law enforcement without a warrant.

Data portability encompasses both a positive and a negative data right: an obligation for data controllers to make user data available for electronic access, and the freedom for users to share their data with third parties without interference. This distinction is important because enforcement of positive data rights differs from that of negative data rights. Regulators can more easily verify compliance with positive data rights because they can confirm the presence of a specific practice—such as by checking whether a data controller has obtained consent to process data or whether it has notified consumers in the event of a data breach—either directly or by relying on a third-party validator. In contrast, regulators cannot verify negative rights directly because doing so would require proving something does not exist. Instead, regulators enforce negative rights through investigating claims providing evidence of violations, such as a complaint by an employee that their employer has demanded private health information.

Regulators face similar challenges when enforcing data portability requirements. While it is fairly straightforward for regulators to verify that a data controller provides its users the ability to download a copy of their data, it must actively monitor complaints to understand if data controllers put in place functional barriers that hinder data portability in practice. For example, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) created a standardized process to allow the public to report claims of information blocking among health care providers and health IT vendors, and authorized the Office of the Inspector General Office to investigate these claims.34 The Department of Justice eventually forced one vendor to pay $155 million to settle a claim that it did not meet HHS’s requirements, including that it “failed to satisfy data portability requirements intended to permit healthcare providers to transfer patient data from [its] software to the software of other vendors.”35

Enforcement of data portability may be necessary when data controllers block access to user data in ways that thwart competition. In October
2020, SongShift, an app that lets users transfer music playlists between different streaming platforms, announced that Spotify had notified the company that it was revoking its access to Spotify’s API—effectively preventing Spotify users from transferring their playlists to other services, an apparent violation, at least in spirit, to its commitment to data portability under GDPR. In response to complaints, Spotify reversed course later that month.

Without mandatory data portability obligations, voluntary data sharing agreements can fall apart when they are not in the interest of the data controller. For example, despite previously allowing it, PNC Bank made security updates in 2019 that prevented customers from accessing their bank data through certain third-party apps. While the bank stated that the changes were made to improve security, they also had the effect of cutting off access to competing peer-to-peer payment services like Venmo, while still allowing access to Zelle, a platform backed by the bank.

**HOW DOES DATA PORTABILITY IMPACT PRIVACY AND SECURITY?**

Data portability raises important privacy and security issues that if not addressed can expose consumer data to new vulnerabilities. Unfortunately, many data portability laws do not address these issues, leaving it to the private sector to find appropriate solutions. These issues generally fall into one of three categories.

First, since data portability enables the transfer of personal information, it is important for the data controller to ensure that it only shares data when the user has authorized the transfer. In one experiment, a researcher made a series of unauthorized data requests for the personal information of someone else from more than 150 businesses, large and small, subject to the GDPR. They found that 24 percent of these businesses turned over the personal information without any verification and another 16 percent provided the information with only weak verification of their identity, such as a falsified scan of a postmarked envelop). Data controllers should always verify data portability requests to prevent unauthorized data sharing.

Second, data portability can involve personal data that is also associated with someone other than the user making the data portability request. For example, a user’s social media interactions, lists of contacts, and photos, videos, and other media, may involve the personal information of others. Indeed, allowing users to authorize the transfer of not just their own data but the data they can access about their friends on a social network is what led to the Cambridge Analytica scandal. Some users may not want their personal data downloaded by a user or shared with other entities. At the same time, limiting the transfer of this information, could limit the
utility of data portability for the users making these requests, especially when there are important linkages between different users, such as on social media. There are various possibilities for addressing these concerns, such as using hashed identifiers in lieu of personally identifiable contact information, or using unique identifiers for individual relationship pairs to allow another service to reconstruct these connections and relationships if both parties transfer their data.\textsuperscript{41}

Third, data portability raises questions about the liability of the data controller for misuse of data by the recipient. Generally, the responsibility for the user’s data should end at the point at which the data controller has securely transferred the user’s data to the correct party, whether it be the user or another designated service. However, policymakers have not always provided clear guidance on this issue, raising questions about the liability and responsibility for a data controller if, for example, it suspects that the account may have been compromised, or that the recipient is not processing data in accordance with applicable laws. To address these concerns, policymakers may require certain minimum security requirements for data controllers to be eligible to receive data directly from data controllers.

**HOW SHOULD POLICYMAKERS SUPPORT DATA PORTABILITY?**

There are various ways that policymakers can support data portability.

**CREATE DATA PORTABILITY POLICIES AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL**

Data portability is an important provision in many data privacy laws. However, these policies should be created at the national level, not the state level, to avoid a patchwork of laws that create unnecessary uncertainty for consumers and complexity for organizations. For example, legislation such as the “Access to Consumer Energy Information Act,” or E-Access Act, would direct the Energy Secretary to establish model data-sharing standards and policies for state regulators to use to ensure that consumers can gain access to information about their residential electric and natural gas usage.\textsuperscript{42} Federal data portability policies should address issues such as privacy and security to prevent unauthorized disclosures.

**PRIORITIZE HIGH-IMPACT OPPORTUNITIES FOR DATA PORTABILITY**

As discussed in this report, data portability creates significant consumer benefit in certain sectors, such as health care, financial services, and energy. And while there are likely many other instances where data portability may create value to consumers, the cost to businesses of providing data portability may not always outweigh these benefits. Therefore, policymakers should prioritize enacting sector-specific rules for data portability where there are clear benefits to consumers, rather than implementing a broad data portability requirement that would apply to all
consumer data. Focusing on sector-specific rules will also enable policymakers to create more detailed requirements to address concerns about privacy and competition as they apply to individual sectors.

**LIMIT THE SCOPE OF NON-SECTOR-SPECIFIC DATA PORTABILITY REQUIREMENTS**

If policymakers decide to create a broad data portability requirement that applies to consumer data in all sectors, they should limit the scope of this requirement to data directly provided by consumers. Excluding data that service providers might observe about users or infer about users from a data portability requirement will help protect both user privacy and proprietary data. For example, a user’s pattern of engagement with content on an online service might allow a competitor to reverse-engineer the recommendation algorithms used on that platform and reveal sensitive proprietary information.

**SUPPORT INDUSTRY-LED DATA PORTABILITY STANDARDS**

While the public sector has an important role to play in ensuring that data controllers adhere to their data portability obligations, it should allow the private sector to lead on the development of data portability standards. Industry-led data portability standards, such as the Green Button Initiative, the Open Banking Implementation Entity (OBIE), the Financial Data Exchange (FDX), and others, show that industry stakeholders are often best positioned to address the technical details of interoperability, such as the data models, APIs, and security standards, especially to address the complexities involved in transferring data between services.

**ENCOURAGE DATA PORTABILITY APIS BUT ALLOW DATA SCRAPING**

In general, APIs provide the most direct and secure way to allow users to transfer data between different services in a standardized electronic format. However, data controllers may not always choose to make user data available through APIs, or they may impose constraints on those APIs that make them insufficient for certain applications. While policymakers should generally encourage the development of industry-standard APIs, when these are not available or are insufficient to meet consumer needs, they should not prevent users from exercising their data portability rights by using web-scraping technology, which allows users to capture the data that they would get through a web browser.

**USE DATA PORTABILITY AS A PATHWAY TO ALLOW CONSUMERS TO DONATE THEIR DATA**

Many individuals have expressed interest in sharing their data for altruistic purposes, such as to advance medical research or improve understanding of how students learn. Unfortunately, consumers often cannot easily share their data. Data portability can offer a pathway to allow individuals to share their data that is collected for one purpose to be used for additional
purposes that benefit others. Policymakers should therefore ensure that data portability laws and regulations do not preclude any types of secondary uses of their data. In addition, some individuals may prefer to share their data only after they are no longer alive, similar to other types of donations. Therefore, policymakers should consider whether consumers can elect to exercise their data portability rights posthumously.
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